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CLASSIFICATIONS WITH RELATIONS II: 
ASYMPTOTIC TESTING AND ESTIMATION 
JAN REHAK, BLANKA REHAKOVA 
The asymptotic statistical theory for measures derived from the 2)-model provides the means 
for analysis of generalized categorical data with relations among categories that are specified 
by a matrix D = ||rfy ||. This concept was introduced in [9] and developed in [10]—[19]. Inde-
pendently it appeared later in the contex of C.R. Rao's concept of diversity (see e.g. [4] — [7]). 
Weights (scores) dtj express dissimilarities between categories i andy of the particular variable. 
They may be interpreted as values of a loss function as well. In this paper we present some 
asymptotic results for the coefficient of explanatory power (Section 2) and the coefficient of 
partial association (Section 3). The necessary definition and results are reviewed in Section 1. 
Further we deal with testing hypotheses of goodness-of-fit, homogeneity of independent sam-
ples and marginal homogeneity in square contingency tables for large samples (Section 4). 
Residual analysis in the homogeneity problem is also included (Section 4). Most of this pa-
per is based on the results of [18]. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
A generalized categorical variable A is given by a list of its values (categories) 
and by a matrix of scores generating its type: 
(1) A = { a 1 ; . . . , a K ; D } . 
The matrix D is supposed to be a K x K real symmetric matrix with nonnegative 
elements du (dit = 0 for all i). The more unlike the categories a, and aj are, the greater 
is the score du. 
A generalized variance of a distribution f on A = {a 1 ; . . . , aK; D} is defined as 
(2) Gvarf = f'Df, 
where f e QK and QK is the set of all possible ^-dimensional probability vectors. 
A distance between distributions f and g of A = {a1; . . . , aK; D} is defined as 
(3) -5(f,g) = [ ( f - g ) ' D ( g - f ) T / -
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whenever D is such a matrix that (f — g)' D(g — f) = 0 for all f , g e QK. This re-
quirement is fulfilled iff D* = \\d*j\\ 
(4) dfj = diK + dKJ - dtJ 
is &(K — 1) x (K — 1) Gramian matrix. Moreover the function £>(•, •) is a metrics 
(semimetrics) on QK iff the matrix D* is a positive definite (positive semidefinite) 
matrix. Further it holds that 
(5) D(f,g) = [ ( f * - g * ) ' D * ( f * - g * ) ] 1 / 2 , 
where f* = (fu . . . . / , . - . : ) ' , g* = (gu ...,gK-x)'. 
Let f(1),..., f(R) be R distributions on A = [au ..., aK; D} for the strata that are 
determined by values bu ..., bR of a nominal variable B, and let w e QR with positive 
components wr. Considering a vector f = £w r f(r) then the decompositional property 
of the generalized variance holds: 
(6) Gvar f = £ wr Gvar f(r) + \ £ I >WsD
2(f(r), fw) = 
r = l r = l s = l 
= f > r G v a r f ( r ) + f> r J D
2 ( f ( r ) , f ) . 
r = l r = l 
A coefficient of explanatory power of decomposition SA\Bis defined as a relative 
portion of the explained variability of the dependent variable A by the nominal 
variable B that generates the decomposition, i.e. 
(7) <5ДIB = 1 -
£ wr Gvar f(, 
r=J 
Gvar f 
2. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF §A]B 
The asymptotic distribution of SA\B (the sample analog of c5A|B that is its consistent 
estimate) has been investigated by Rehakova [18]. 
Consider a two-dimensional categorization (B, A), where B = {b 1 , . . . , bR} is 
a nominal variable and A = [au ..., aK; D}. Let prk = P(B = br, A = ak), prk > 0 
for all r, k and £ ^ft* = 1. Suppose that a sample of size n is drawn from a distribu-
tion with probabilities prk. Such a sample may be described by the multinomial 
distribution Jl (n; piu ..., pRK) with RK cells. Let/,* be observed relative frequencies. 
Theorem I. The asymptotic distribution of yj(n) (§A\B - dA[B), where 
R 
2 pr+ G v a r p ( r ) 
(8̂ ) «., , . = 1 - -= " ^A[в 
Gvar p 
<5AIB = ^AiB(fii' •••>/RK) i s under a random sample from the multinomial distribu-
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tion Ji(n\ plu ..., pRK) a normal distribution ^ ( O , a
2) with 
(9) *2 = ji t t PtoWdt - 0 - t«b - Gvar pm)f 
4*0=10=1 
under the condition that a2 4= 0. Here we denote 
R 
(10) v = X pr+ Gvar p ( r ) , £ = Gvar p , 
r= 1 
P(r) = (PrljPr + , • • •, iWiV+)' = (Pl|r> • ••. P/Cir)' > P = (P+l. •••,/> + *)' • 
tla|» = E ft| A * ' d* = Y, P + }Aka • 
k=l k=l 
Further it holds that 
V(") ($A]B ~ $A\B) 
<t(/n» •••>jJUt) 
has the normal distribution Jf(0, 1). The asymptotic variance a2 is equal to zero 
if and only if all p(B) (b = 1, ..., R) belong to the same class of equivalence generated 
by the D(% •), i.e. if and only if the coefficient dA\B is equal to zero. 
Proof. The form of the asymptotic distribution follows from the <5 method (see [3], 
p. 430). For the possibility of simplifying the computation of the asymptotic variance 
see [2]. The details are given in [18]. To prove the last part let us note that 
a2 = 0 <*- v(2d* - 0 - C(2d*|» - Gvar p(0)) = Fba = 0 for all a and b. 
1. Let D(p(b), p(6')) = 0 for all choices of b and b'. Expressing 5A\B as 
[ iEE^r + ^ + 0
2 (P ( r ) ,P ( S ) ) ] /Gvarp 
(see (6)) we have dA\B = 0 and therefore v = £. From the relation 
C = V + y>r+!>
2(P(r)>P) 
(see (6)) it follows that under the condition v = f it holds that £p r +D
2 (p ( r ) , p) = 0 
and therefore I>2(P(r), p) = 0 for all r. Finally 
Fba = Z[2(d* - d*lb) - (Gvar p - Gvar p(o))] . 
According to Corollary 1 and 2 of Theorem 4 in [15] it follows that Fba = 0 for all 
a and b. 
2. Conversely, let Fba = 0 for all a and b. Then also FBai — Fba2 = 0. Taking 
the difference of this value between b^ and b2 we shall obtain that 
0 = -C(d*,0l - < | 6 l ) + C « , 6 2 - < | 6 2 ) 
and consequently 
HPk\bi(dkai ~ dka2) = YjPk\b2(dkai - dka2), 
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written in the vector form: (dai — d a ) ' v = 0, where 
dj = (dXJ,..., dKj)', v = v(fe1( b2) = P ( ( M ) - P(b2) • 
From here it follows that d\v = d > , ..., d^v = d'Kv => d'tv = l/XQTdjv) = d'v 
j 
and similarly d'2v = d'v, ..., dKv = d'v, which results in (d ( - dK)' v = 0, . . . 
. . . , (dK_, - dK)' v = 0. Written in components: 
0 = fi(dkJ-dKj)vJ ( fc= l , . . . ,K- l ) . 
J = I 
K 
If we take account of ]T v, = 0 we shall obtain that 
J = I 
0 = i W - <lx; - <U Vj (k = 1, ..., K - 1), 
J = I 
which rewritten in matrix notation gives D*(p(*i} - p(*2)) = 0, where D* is the 
(K — 1) X (K — 1) matrix with elements given by (4) and p(*,) = (Pi\b,> • • •> PK-i\bt)'> 
p*bz) is defined similarly. From here we can see that D
2(p(bl), P(b2)) = 0 for all bt and 
b2 and therefore <5Aja = 0. D 
Corollary. If D generates a metrics on QK then every class of equivalence contains 
only one element and therefore under the condition that pba > 0 for all, b, a, the 
asymptotic variance a2 is equal to zero if and only if p ( 1 ) = ... = p{R) = p, i.e. 
if and only if <5A|B = 0. 
Remark. Equivalence a2 = 0<s><5A]B = 0 shows that <5A|B is not convenient for testing 
the hypothesis <5A|B = 0. 
Now we consider product multinomial sampling with observed conditioned 
relative frequencies / i ] r , ...,fK\r (r = 1, ..., R). 
Theorem 2. The asymptotic distribution of j(n) (SA]B — <5A]a), where <5A|B is given 
by (8), <5A|B = <5A|B'/I|I> ••• , /K|R) is under a random sample from the R independent 
multinomial distributions Jt(nr+; p(r)) (nr+ = ncor is known and positive, £<ar = 1, 
pk\r > 0 for all r and fc) a normal distribution ^(0, a
2) with 
(11) °2 - Ji £ - ^ £ Pa\bW*a - I pJ{bd*) - CCrf,, - Gvar p(b))f , 
4 6=1 (Ob 0=1 j = l 
where v, f, d*^, d* are given by (10), under the condition that a2 4= 0. Further it 
holds that 
\l(n) (§A\B ~ < W 
<r(fi\i> •••>/K|R) 
has the normal distribution ^T(0, 1). The asymptotic variance a2 is equal to zero 
if and only if all p(6) (b ~ 1,.. .,R) belong to the same class of equivalence generated 
by the -D(v), i-e- if and only if the coefficient <5A|B is equal to zero. 
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The proof is analogical to that given in Theorem i and therefore will be omitted. 
It can be found in [18]. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to a bias of <5A,B under multinomial and 
product multinomial sampling. 
Theorem 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 the bias of £A)B is 
E ( M - SA]B = - { - + ; £ Gvar P(b) + A £ £ (2d.*.. - Gvar p(i)) d*aPba -
n (_4 4 6 = 1 4 6 = i a = i 
(12) 4« K •) 
t
3
0 = i J 
Under the condition of Theorem 2 the bias of <5A(B is 
E(<W) - ^,B = A I f^ JGvar P(b) ( J - - £) + fj £ (£„ - Gvar p(6)) 0 . | » -
H 6 = i 4a>6 (_ \ P 6 + 4 / 4 » = » 
( 1 3 ) A,, K K "l 
- i I W p * - ( I M + 0(O-
C «=i «=i J 
The proof that is based on the Taylor expansion is rather long and involves 
tedious algebraic manipulations. It is given in full details by Rehakova [18]. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF <5A)C(B) 
Consider a three-dimensional categorization (B, C, A), B = {•»«.,..., bR), C = 
= {c j , . . . , cs}, A = {o l 5 . . . , aK; D}. The coefficient of partial association <5A|C(B) = 
= <5(Ĉ >n,B)» where A is a generalized categorical variable and B, C are supposed to 
be nominal ones, has been introduced by Rehakova [17] in usual way as 
(14) ^c (B) = ^f-
C-^L B . 
1 - t>A|B 
The partial association is considered in the context of contingency tables with one 
dependent variable of general type and two nominal predictors. The case of a three-
way contingency table does not restrict the generality since the variables B and C 
may be considered as a combination of several nominal predictors. The full range 
of possible applications and interpretations has been given in [14] and [16]. The 
asymptotic properties are summarized by the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. The asymptotic distribution of \f(n) (<5A|C(B) ~ <5A|C(B))> where 
R s 
X X p r s + Gvar p(rs) 
(is) <5A|C(B> = i - ^ 4 r ^ > 
£ pr+ + Gvar p(r) 
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<5/,|c(B) - <5/i|C(B)(fiii> •••>IRSK) is under a random sample from the multinomial 
distribution J?(n; Plll, ..., pRSK) (prsk > 0 for all r,s,k) a normal distribution 
Jf(Q, a2) with 
j R S K 
(16) o2 = - J£ £ j T p6ca[v(2d:|D - Gvar p(i)) - C(2_*„ - Gvar p(i!C))]
2 
assuming that a2 =f= 0. Here we denote 
R s K 
(17) v =rE J>«+ Gvar P ( K ) , C = I p r + + Gvar p ( r ) , 
D _ (Prsl ' PrrfV 
P(«) - .•••= , 
\P„+ Prs + J 
D _ / _ _ _ ^ + K 
\Pr++ pr+ + 
j * __ y Pbck J J* V P* + fc J 
"alfcc - L dka , da\b = L dka 
k=1Pbc + k=ipb+ + 
a n d / u l , . . -,fRSK are observed relative frequencies. Further it holds that 
y/(n) (^ic(B) ~ _ _ c _ i ) 
K j n i ' ••-.fas*) 
has the normal distribution ^"(0, 1). The asymptotic variance a2 is equal to zero if 
and only if all distributions p(bc) (with regard to c) belong to the same class of equi-
valence p("£) generated by £>(•,•), and it holds for all b, i.e. if and only if the coefficient 
<W(B) is equal to zero. 
The proof is again analogical to that given in Theorem 1 and therefore it will be 
omitted. It is given in [18]. 
4. TESTS OF GOODNESS-OF-FIT AND HOMOGENEITY 
FOR DISTRIBUTIONS OF A GENERALIZED CATEGORICAL 
VARIABLE 
The hypotheses testing for D-variables in standard situations of homogeneity and 
goodness-of-fit has the high relevance. The nature of the problem represented by 
the particular matrix D determines a special interest in types of heterogeneity and 
departure from the full coincidence of the sampling distribution with the hypothetical 
assumption. The distance (3) gives a natural measure that considers the differences 
among distributions in a desired way. We begin by reminding a well known result 
(see e.g. [8]). 
Lemma 1. If X = (Xu ..., XK)' has the multivariate normal distribution yT(0, _) , 
R(_) = K and Y = X'AX for some symmetric nonnegative definite matrix A, 
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then -^[Y] = .^[XAjZf] where Z\, ...,ZK are independent chi-square variables 
; = i 
with one degree of freedom each and Xu ..., XK are the eigenvalues of EA. 
Remark. Values of the distribution function P(Y <. t) can be computed according 
to Algorithm AS 106 (see [20]). 
Theorem 5. (Goodness-of-fit.) If X = (Xu ...,XK)' has the multinomial distribu-
tion JtK(n, p), f = (fu • • .,fK)', ft = Xijn and g e QK is a given vector with nonzero 
elements, then under the hypothesis p = g it holds that 
(18) ^[nD^g^-^EV2], 
i = l 
where Z2 are independent Xivariates and/I; are the eigenvalues of (Dg, - g*(g*)') D*, 
g* = (gu ...,cyK_1)', Dg, = diag{fl1; . . . ,a K - i} and D* is given by (4). 
Proof. Denote V„ = V(n) (f* - g*). It is known that if[V„] -v JS?[V], where 
V has the multivariate normal distribution Jf(0, Dg. - g*(g*)'). If we take into 
account that R(Dg, - g*(g*)') = K - 1 and n£>
2(f, g) = V,',D*V„ is a continuous 
function of V„ and if we apply Lemma 1, then 
<£\nD\f, g)] - J2?[V'D*V] = JS?[£ X{Z\] 
with those Xt as stated in Theorem 5. • 
Lemma 2. Let X = (Xu ...,XK)' and Y = (Yu ..., YK)' be independent random 
variables having the multinomial distributions JiK(n, p) and J(K(m, p), p = 
= (pu ...,pK)'; pk > 0 for all 7c. Denote f = n
- 1 X = (fu ...,fK)', g = m
- 1 Y = 
= (9i,--;9K)', f* = ( / a , . . . , A - i ) ' , 8* = (ffi, •••.ffj.-i)', P * - = ( P i . . - , P * - i ) ' . 
Then 
(19) if[V(n + m) (f* - g*)] -* JV(0, [co(l - co)]- J 
(Dp. - P * ( P * ) ' ) ) , 
where n and m tends to infinity so that lim mj(m + n) = a>, 0 < co < 1. 
The p roof is obvious. fj 
Theorem 6. (Two-sample problem.) Under the assumptions of Lemma 2 it holds 
that 
(20) J?[(n + m) D2(f, g)] - ^ [ ^ ^ Z ? ] , 
i = l 
where Z? are independent x\ variates and Xt are the eigenvalues of co[(l — co)]'
1 
(Dp, - p*(p*)') D*, Dp, = d iag{ P l , ...,pK-t}, D* is given by (4). 
Proof, (n + m) D2(f, g) = (n + m) (f* - g*)' D*(f* - g*) = H;,+mD*H„+msay. 
According to Lemma 2 
i^[H„ + m] -> i f [ H ] = ^ ( 0 , [(o(l - a , ) ]
- 1 (Dp . - p*(p*)')). 
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Further J?[H,', + mD*H„ + m] -> _?[H'D*H], because H;+„,D*H„+_ is a continuous 
K - l 
function of H„+m. From Lemma 1 it follows that J5?[H'D*H] = _?[ __ A;Z
2] with 
those A; as stated in Theorem 6.
 , = 1 Q 
Remark. If we do not know p* we may use its estimate p* with components 
Pi = (M; + mi)l(n + '")• Suppose that nt + n%i = nft + mg-, > 0 (i = 1, ...,K). 
First we note that £ = Dp„ - p*(p*)' and £ = Dg» — p*(p*)' are nonsingular 
matrices and that £ - ^ £. Therefore XT1/2 -*• £~1 / 2 . Denote V„+m = *J(co(l - a>)) . 
._T 1 / 2 H„ + „ , Then j5?[V„+m] -> j§?[V] » ._V(0,1) and J3?[V;+mD*V„+m] -» 
K - l 
-> _. [VD*V] = j£?[ __ A;Z. ] , where 2 ; are the eigenvalues of D*. 
; = i 
Lemma 3. Let X1( ..., XR, X r = (Xrl, ...,XrK)', r=l,...,R, be independent 
random variables having the distributions J/K(nr, p), r -= 1, ..., R, p = (p l9 ..., p_)', 
p_ > 0 for all "_. Denote f(r) = n . % = (>_,„ . . . , / K | r ) ' , f*, = (/1 | r, . . . , / K _ 1 | r ) ' , 
R R R 
h = __ wrf(r), h* = ^] wrf*), w,. > 0 (r = 1, ..., R), __ wr = 1. Let nr -> oo in such 
r = l r = l R r = l R 
a way that nrjn -+ (or, where n = __ nr, 0 < c. r < 1 (r = 1, ..., R), _] a>r = 1. Then 
r = l r = l 
(21) -3?[V(»)(-a) - h*,...T (*R-i, - h*)] - , ^ ( 6 , . . . , 0 ) , 
B___® -__- t ) . 
where 
(22) £K_X = Dp. - p*(p*)', Dp, = diag {__,... ,Pj___} 
and BR_j is a positive definite matrix with elements 
(23) _r_ = ±__^ + £__. ( r = l , . . . , R - l ) 
(Or COr i=l(Oi 
_ „ - _ , - - £ - £ + £ - - - (r + 5 = 1 K - l ) . 
cor co_ ;=i CO; 
Proof. It is easy to show that J3?[V(») (f*i, - h * , . . . , f*R) - h*) converges 
to a normal distribution with expected value vector (0, ..., 0) and covariance matrix 
(24) (l_(__ 1} - AC) ER(K_ ., (lR(K_ 1} - AC) ' , 
where l_(K_1) denotes the R(K — 1) x R(i_ — 1) unit matrix. A = (!____, ..., IJC_t)' 
i s a R X - 1) x (K - 1)matrix, C = (w_lK__,..., w_.l__-i)is_(_: - 1) x R(K - 1) 
matrix, l___ denotes the (__ — 1) x (K — 1) unit matrix and 
iUr.£*-_, o, ..., o 
£_(_-!) = 0, ft>Jl £___, . . . , 0 
II o, " 6 , ;.;, O ^ E ^ 
is a R(K - 1) x R(K - l) matrix with £___! given by (22). 
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After some algebra we find that (24) is equal to B^ ® _.__!, where BR has the 
elements given by (23) for r, s = 1, . . . , R and the symbol " ® " stands for the Kro-
necker product of matrices. And now it is easy to conclude that the statement 
(21) holds. 
The matrix BR_± arises from BR by omitting the last row and column. B R _ t is 
positive semidefinite because BR_X ® Sx_j is a covariance matrix. BR_j is also 
nonsingular. It follows from the fact that BR = URUR. 
U , = (1 - W^lJci)^ -_W2ly_CD2_,_•_•_,_ 7_
VVJ?/\/»i!__ 
- W./../©!, - W2Qlú2, ...,(l- WR)IJC0R 
R(BR) = R(URU^) = R(UR) = R - 1 , since |UR | = 0 , 
| U R - i | = w / n ( l / > r ) > 0 . 
r = l 
The last row (column) of BR is a linear combination of the preceding rows (columns). 
If we omit them the rank will not change. Hence BR_ t is positive definite. __ 
Theorem 7. (R-sample problem, one-way ANOVA for D-variables.) Under the 
assumptions of Lemma 3 it holds that 
R ( R - D ( K - l ) 
(25) 2>[n_ZwrD\f(r),h)]-+2>[ J_ XtZf] , 
r = l i = l 
where Z? are independent x\ variates and At are the eigenvalues of the matrix (BR_ t ® 
® £K_i) (W R _ t ® D*), where BR_ 1 ; E__ l s W R _ t are positive definite matrices 
given by (23), (22) and 
(26) W„ = wr(wR + wr)jwR (r = 1, ..., R - 1) 
Wrs = wsr = wrwJwR (r 4= s) 
D* is a nonnegative definite matrix with elements given by (4). 
Proof. After some algebraic manipulation we get that 
R 
n X wrD\fir), h) = 
r = 1 
= n(f*, - h*, ..., ! * _ . , - h*)' (W__. ® D*)(f* ) - h*, ..., f* _ t ) - h*) = 
= H;MH„ (say.). 
The matrix W R - 1 is positive definite because its principal minors are equal to 
Wi ... Wf (wj + ... + w; + wR)lwR for i = I, ..., R — I. The matrix M is positive 
definite (semidefinite) if D* is positive definite (semidefinite). According to Lemma 3 
J5?[H„] -> i f [ H ] = JV((0, ..., 0), B R . ! ® ^ - ! ) and according to Lemma 1 
( R - D ( K - l ) 
i? [H 'MH] = _?[ ]_ A;Z?], where „, are the eigenvalues of (BR_, ® _.-_.) M. 
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Remark. If the vector p* is unknown we may use its estimate p* with components 
R 
pk = __ nrk\n, where nrk is an observed value of Xrk. Suppose Pk > Ofor fe = 1, . . . , __. 
r = l 
_.,-_! and its estimate _.K-i are nonsingular, _.„_i - ^ _.j_-i, hence _.K_
/ 2 --* S^-'i2 
and 
jar[(B__-i ® S_- i ) " 1 / 2 H J = _?[VJ -> _?[(B„_. ® £ r _ _ ) -
1 / a H] = 
= _ ? [ V ] = ^ ( ( 0 , . . . , 0 ) , l ( R _ 1 ) ( K _ 1 ) ) 
( R - l ) ( _ - l ) 
and ^f[V;MV„] -* _?[V'MV] = jjf[ __ A;Z
2] , where _.. are the eigenvalues 
of the matrix M. i = 1 
Theorem 6 is a special case of Theorem 7. However, it has been separated for its 
simpler formulation and computational aspects as well as for the frequent occurrence 
of the two-sample case in practice. The two-sample statistic can also be used in 
R-sample problem in combination with a simultaneous testing or in the case of 
rejecting homogeneity hypothesis if we want to investigate the distributions pair-wise 
to find out which populations differ. 
The investigation of residuals after the hypothesis of homogeneity (R 2_ 2) is 
rejected is an important part of the data analysis. For the purposes of the next 




p « = ( n - n r + ) -
1 ^ n u + P ( g ) = ( ^ , . . . , p « ) ' , 
- k o - D i f ( r ) - f
( r ) ) = ( ? 1 | r , . . . , a_ | r ) ' 
(q(r) is a residual characteristic of the contingency table row). 
Theorem 8. (Residual analysis of the departure from homogeneity.) Let f(1),... 
...,f(R) are distributed independently as __? [-r+f(r)] = JK(«,+, p(r)), pk\r > 0 for all 
k and r. If nr+ -. oo in such a way that nr+\n -. to,, 0 < cor < 1, r = 1, ..., R, 
n = __"r+, then it holds that 
* [ . / ( » ) (q w -
 D(P(o - p(r))> «_» - D(pw - P
(S)))'] -





A£A ' = 
A, A2 
A, A, 
(27) (___)__ = c-гҶ E ň ^ - dГ,r) (<*__ - „_.,)} + 
„ = i 
+ (ì - o>r)-
2 { i _._[ i __,_(__. - „:,„) (á« - _?,.)]}, 
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E = 
(28) (A2)flfc = [(i - cor)(i - cos)Y>{ E 4 Z R I A - 4 K ^ - W -
u=l=r,s f c = l 
- (1 - ^s)"1 { £P*|r(<*«* - <-:„)(-« - -»|r)} -
t = l 
- (i - a.,)-1 {£ Ptl/dat - <s) (dM - <s)} • 
fc=l 
(29) (A3)a6 = a>;'{i Pk{s(dak - d*s) (d„ - #„)} + 
J c = l 
+ (i - «s)"2 {E ».[ E PJ-M - <Ci.) (<*» - <4)l}. 
t>*s fc=l 
a, & = 1, . . . , K and d*jr = YAajP]\r • 
s 
Proof. The asymptotic normality follows from the properties of frequencies. 
In the first step we can see that 
-nVOO ( f « - f ^ - P(r) + P<r), fW - f ^ - P(s) + P
(S))'] - ^ ( ( 0 , 0)', S) , 
where £ is a block matrix 
S t £2 
E 2 E 3 
(I,).. = 0>r_1P-|r(l - P.|r) + (1 " COr)'
2 £ (OjJX - ?„,„) , 
{Zl)ab = -®r_ 1P.|rPi,]r ~ (I ~ C°r)~2 E <»uP.iuPf,|u ' 
u#r 
(l2)ao = [(1 - o>r)(l - a,,)]"
1 E «uP.|/l - P.|„) -
u=l=r,s 
- (1 - co^pjl - pa]r) - (1 - CO,)"
1 p 0 | / l - p. , . ) , 
(£ 2 U = " [ ( I - <**-)(- - CO,)]"
1 E «>uP.|uP*|u + 
+ (1 - cos)~
l pa[rpbW + (1 - f»r)
_!p0|J»n, • 
The matrix E3 is the same as E1 ; only we must substitute r by s. The rest follows 
from the fact that 
A(fw - f
(r> - p w + p
w , fw - f
(s> - P(s) + P
(ST -
= (q W - D(P(r) - P
('>), q w - D(pw - p
(s>))' . Q 
The next corollary gives the tool for examining the significance of residuals from 
hypothesis of homogeneity. 
Corollary 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8 and under H0: p ( r ) = p, r = 
= 1, ..., R, it holds that 
-?[V(») 9*1,] - ^ ( O . *2) > 
where K K 
c ^ M l - c o ^ - ^ p / ^ - E P . ^ ) 2 
J = I « = i 
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and 
^[V(«) ik\M - ^"(o. i). 
where K K 
&l = {n2/[nr+(n - »,+)]} £f+/,dik - X j + A,)
2 
J = l a = l 
andj+J- = n
_ 1 £/y|sKs+ is supposed to be positive for ally. 
The statistics x/(n) qk\rj&q may be used for the testing H0 against (p(r) — P
(r))' Dk + 
+ 0, Dk = (dlk,..., dKk)'. Instead of it we may use the statistics ,/(») tk[r\&„ where 
tklr = i(fjlr~f+J)djk = (l-fr + ) q k l r , 
/ = ] 
<x, = ( l - / r + ) v 
Notice that aq and o
2 are equal to zero if and only if Dk = 0. Of course such a column 
(and the corresponding row) of the matrix D would be excluded in advance, so that 
we can see that aq and 6q are always greater than zero. 
Corollary 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8 
#W(n) («*l- - «... ~ E(«*|r - «ih))] - -^(0. ff2) 
provided that o-2 + 0, where cr2 is given in the following way: 
1. k - •/, r * s - > a 2 = (A.)** + (A 3 ) u - 2(A2)M , 
2. fc + / , r = s -> <T2 = ( A . ^ + (.4.)„ - 2(A ()U , 
3. fe + / , r + 5 => <r2 = (A.)klk + (A3)„ - 2(A2) t i , 
A,, A2 , A3 are described in (27)-(29) and 
E(&,r - qtU) = d*ir - (n - n r + ) ~
l £ n„+<,„ - df„ + (« - n , , ) "
1 J] n ^ d ^ . 
u*r »*s 
The last part of this article deals with marginal homogeneity in square tables. 
Lemma 4. Let A = {o j , . . . , oK; D}, B = {b1; ..., bK; D} be Z)-variables with the 
same matrix D. The square table A x B arises as a sample from the multinomial 
distribution Jl (n; ptl, ...,pKK), pu > 0 for all i,j. Denote pA = (p1 + , . . . , pK+)', 
PB = (p+i> •••> P+K)'- Let ntJ be the observed frequency in the cell (i,j) and denote 
fA=(f1 + .---jK + )',fB = (f+l,--;f+K)',fZ = (A+,--;fK-l,+)',fB=(f+L,--;f+.K-l)', 
fi+ = ni+jn,f+i = n+ijn. Under the condition pA = pB it holds that 
(30) i f [V(n ) ( f A *- f* ) ] -^0 ,£ ) , 
where £ is a (K — 1) x (K - 1) positive definite matrix with elements 
(31) eu = pi+ + p+i - 2pu (i = 1, . . . , K - 1) 
0{j = ~(Pij + Pij) (i * J) • 
For a proof of this result, see e.g. [1], p. 219. 
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Theorem 9. (Marginal homogeneity in square tables.) Under the assumption 
of Lemma 4 the asymptotic distribution of D2(fA, fB) is given by 
(32) JS?[n D
2(fA, Q ] -» jg?[ £ A ,zf ] . 
; = t 
where Z? are independent %\ variables and A, are the eigenvalues of the matrix 
ED*, where E is defined as in Lemma 4 and D* is given by (4). 
Proof. The desired result immediately follows from Lemma 1 and 4 in the same 
way as in the proof of Theorem 6. • 
Remark. If we do not know the probabilities pu we may use ptJ = «y/n. Under 
the conditions of Lemma 4 and assuming that pu > 0 (i,j = I, ...,K) it holds that 
JS?[V„] -> JS?[V] = JV(Q, I), where V„ = ,/(«.) E"1/2(f* - fB*) and E is an estimate 
K - l 
of E with pL] instead of PiJ. Then J?[V;D*V„] -* «S?[V'D*V] = J§?[ £ A;Z
2], where 
A; are the eigenvalues of D*. , = ' 
CONCLUSIONS 
The statistical theory of asymptotic behaviour of measures derived from the 
D-model provides a unified approach to different types of situations in which the 
researcher wants to specify the relations among the categories of variables. Important 
special cases as nominal, ordinal, cardinal or geographical variables are also included. 
Also analyses of special experimental or decisional data can be done this way if the 
elements of the matrix D are interpreted as the loss function values. 
(Received October 27, 1986.) 
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